
1. CRISS-CROSS IS THE BOSS 

 
Across 
3. SUŽENJ 
5. UKINITEV, ODPRAVA (SUŽENJSTVA) 
7. PLANTAŽA 
10. ENAK 
13. RIŽ 
15. JAVNO MNENJE 
23. MINITI 
25. PRŽIVETI 
26. OBDOBJE 
27. BOMBAŽ 
28. PRISTANIŠČE 
Down 
1. TRGOVINA S SUŽNJI 
2. POLITIČNI BOJ, KAMPANJA 
4. POGOJ 
6. GLASOVATI 
8. PROTI 
9. UKINITI, ODPRAVITI 
11. TRPETI 
12. SUŽENJSTVO 
14. (POLITIČNI) BOREC 
16. KRUTO 
17. KAZNOVATI 
18. LASTNIK 
19. MED (NEKIM DOGODKOM) 
20. V GLAVNEM 
21. TRG, TRŽNICA 
22. TOBAK 
24. LOČITI 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. UNDERLINE THE MISTAKES AND CORRECT THE SENTENCES. USE YOUR LOVELY 
NOTEBOOKS ☺. 
a. The worst period of slavery was from the 1900s to 1990s. 

b. Just a few Africans were taken to North and South America and to the Caribbean as slaves. 

c. Just a few people died during the journey across the Atlantic because of very good conditions on the ships. 

d. Those who survived had a party when they arrived. 

e. Families lived together after that. 

f. The masters worked on plantations while the slaves controlled them. 

g. They grew potatoes, corn, apples and salad. 

h. Many slaves wanted to stay with their masters because of extremely easy life. 

i. Olaudah Equiano was one of the first masters who had slaves. 

j. Uncle Tom's Park was a book about slaves' easy life. 

k. It encouraged people for the slavery. 

l. Abolition society was first formed in the USA. 

m. British slave trade was stopped immediately.  

n. Slavery continued mostly in the American northern states. 

o. From 1961 to 1965 there was a Civil War between the western and eastern states. 

p. The east won. 

q. Although the slaves weren't freed for many years after the war they had equal rights as their white masters. 

r. Martin Luther King was a Civil Rights campaigner who wanted slavery back. 

s. The whites were finally given equal rights in education, jobs and voting. 

t. The slaves mostly prayed during work and they listened to the music of their masters. 

u. Many types of modern music originate from Europe.   
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